The seminar will study aspects of the relationship of religion to modern revolution and to the rise of radical politics, with special attention to republicanism and to the American Founding. We will read and discuss a wide variety of textual material dating from the 16th century onward. Each student will be asked to write six (6) short analytical papers for discussion and to complete a final paper (ca. 6,500 words, typed) in lieu of an exam, weighted 60% + 40%, respectively. Attendance at each session is strictly required unless excused for medical reasons or dire emergency.

Schedule: Spring Semester 2009


Jan. 27: Voegelin, “Machiavelli” in *HPI IV, CW22*, pp. 31-87


Feb. 23-25>>>Mardi Gras Holiday<<<


Mar. 17: Milton cont’d, pp. 252-454


Mar. 31: Sidney cont’d, pp. 310-578

Apr. 7: >>>Spring Break (Apr. 6-12)<<<

vol. I, Ser. Nos. 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11,16, 17, 20, 23, 24 , 32


LAST CLASS MEETING

May 5: FINAL PAPER DUE by 4:30 p.m.

*************
Required Books: All Paperback Editions
POLI 7991—Spring Semester 2009

ISBN 0-521-37908-3

ISBN 0 14 01 59908

ISBN 0 14 040.014 1

ISBN 0 86597-197-8


ISBN 0-86597-142-0

ISBN 0-86597-285-0
